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5 MUSIC THERAPY EXPERIENCES
YOU CAN USE ON ZOOM

Use play along music in the beginning to negate the awkward silence

as clients enter the zoom room, and help clients feel warm &

welcomed, waving hands, and playing along to the track. This could

be recorded or played by you, the therapist. 

Welcome Track Opening:

Use Voice Memo or Loopy app to create a second voice for duet

work during the session.

Duets:

Let clients know this zoom room is a safe & private space and

nothing that happens inside is shared outside. Invite clients to create

a "Care List" and type the name of someone they would like to

dedicate the music to today. Invite clients to share ONE word that

describes how they feeling, or what they can take away when the

sessions ends.

Use the chat feature often!



5 MUSIC THERAPY EXPERIENCES
YOU CAN USE ON ZOOM

Invite everyone to unmute, and call on each participant one by one

to say a word of celebration or a reason they are there... then invite

the group to rumble on their drums OR use their voice in celebration

of that word. This experience can be adapted for a slower, more

serious feeling if the therapist invites clients to share a word of

dedication, or a word of deep significance & meaning in their life

right now, in this moment.

Group Rumble Dedications:

Following a music-making experience wherein the therapist play a

track and clients play along, invite your clients to come in to

awareness of the five senses, one at a time and slowly. Invite each

client to close their eyes, soften the muscles in their face, and notice

what they may see behind the eyelids... Invite clients to type in the

chat. Invite clients to close eyes again, and notice what they may feel

in their fingertips, toes, or other body parts - What feeling sensation

is noticed first? Invite client to type in the chat. Invite clients to close

their eyes and notice what they may smell... and work through all

five senses.

Somatic Experiencing with Music
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Welcome Song

Music Wellness Practice

Learn a New Song

Songwriting Activity 

Ending Three Breaths

Check-Ins

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Sample Session Plan

Tips for Facilitation:
Place your device higher on a stand in order to provide the eye-to-

eye angle. Otherwise the client may feel "looked down upon" as you

look DOWN upon your screen.

Use "Original Sound" in Zoom for the best quality of audio.



SAMPLE VIRTUAL SESSION PLAN:

Facilitator mic is on; Mute all

Invite participants to sing and move to the music.

Offer a side to side move they can synchronize with others on the

screen

Personal greeting to each name on the Participant List.

“Care List” – invite people to write in the chat the name of

someone to whom they would like to dedicate this session

WELCOME SONG: Familiar or easy to sing-a-long (ex. Lean on Me)

Gentle shakes and bounces and wiggles

Long tone humming or open vowel sounds

Bring awareness to all 5 senses 

Add rhythm and create a simple chant

MUSIC WELLNESS PRACTICE: Body-Mind activity to release the

stress held in the body, focus inward, orient to the physical room,

energize focus

Play song through one time

Teach the verse and chorus line by lineInvite volunteers to sing a

section.

They unmute during their part and mute again

Encourage everyone to sing along with mics muted.

If the song is legato enough, invite everyone to unmute for one

final singing of the chorus.

LEARN A NEW SONG: invite individual participation



SAMPLE VIRTUAL SESSION PLAN:

Play song through one time.

Ask for lyrics in the chat box or raise hands to speak them one at

a time.If the group is large, assign a section to small groups and

send them to a breakout room

Sing new song with original lyrics

Groups can designate one singer to representIndividuals can sing

their lines

Facilitator can sing the entire song with new lyrics

Everyone is invited to sing along with mics muted.

If the song allows, invite everyone to open their mics and sing the

final chorus. If not, open mics at the very last note.

SONGWRITING ACTIVITY WITH A FAMILIAR SONG: Introduce the

song as a songwriting exercise. Set a theme or invite suggestions for

a theme.

Inviting everyone to think of one word to describe their current

feeling or one moment that they want to remember

Exhale from wherever we are in the breath

Smell the flowers, arms rise slowly, and listen

Pause at the top

Sound out what you hear, arms lower slowly 

Repeat

Say “one more time” and repeat

Allow for a silence, a stillness. A little longer than you think.

ENDING THREE BREATHS


